Foam Guns / Pointing Gun Kit

Construction

FOAM GUNS

Professional high quality foam guns,
designed for use with standard
500/750ml gun grade Polyurethane
pressurised expanding foam canisters.

Foam (Spurt) Gun

Designed for the application of single component
polyurethane foam. A sprung trigger and flow adjuster knob
enable the user to control the foam flow to give a clean, even
bead with reduced waste. The barrel is hermetically sealed
once the trigger has been released to prevent hardening of
the product when left in the gun. A non-stick coated needle,
flow adjusting valve and a stainless steel barrel help make
cleaning the gun easier.
It is supplied complete with two long plastic and two short
plastic narrow access barrels to give better access when
used in certain applications.

Foam (Spurt) Gun

This foam gun has all the great features of our standard
gun, plus the added advantage of a micro-fast foam flow
adjustment system (less turns to shut off) and a fully
coated non stick body with a soft-grip coated handle for
user comfort.

FAIFOAMGUNNS
£29.45 Ex VAT
£35.34 Inc VAT

HERMETICALLY SEALED

Both of these guns will keep
the foam soft in the barrel for
many weeks once used.

FAIFOAMGUNPU
£23.55 Ex VAT
£28.26 Inc VAT

Pointing Gun Kit (Mortar and Cement)
This gun is suitable for use with
mortar when pointing walls and tile
grouting. Simply fill the barrel and
then dispense through the nozzle.
It features a high thrust trigger
action, a rubber plunger between
steel plates and has a case
hardened rod and drive parts.
The barrels are made from standard
70mm rainwater downpipe for an
inexpensive replacement.

Kit Includes:
Mortar Gun
Mixing Paddle
2 Pointing Nozzles
2 Grouting Nozzles
2 Barrels
Replacement Plunger

DESCRIPTION
FAIPOINTING

POINTING GUN KIT Overall length 560mm

FAIPOINTNOZZ
FAIPOINTPLUN

Ex VAT Inc VAT
£27.12

£32.54

SPARE NOZZLES (1 Point, 1 Grout)

£4.83

£5.80

POINTING GUN PLUNGER (Pack of 2)

£4.90

£5.88
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